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Epub free Kazuo ishiguros the unconsoled Copy
from the universally acclaimed author of the remains of the day comes a mesmerizing novel of completely unexpected mood and matter a seamless fictional
universe both wholly unrecognizable and familiar when the public day to day reality of a renowned pianist takes on a life of its own he finds himself
traversing landscapes that are by turns eerie comical and strangely malleable �������������� ��������������� ����� �������������
���� ��������������� �� ������ �� ������������������ �������������� ���������������� �������������
����������� ��������� ����������������������� kazuo ishiguro is one of the finest contemporary authors who possesses that
increasingly rare distinction of being a writer who is both popular with the general reading public and well respected within the academic community kazuo
ishiguro new critical visions of the novels presents eighteen fresh perspectives on the author s work that will appeal to those who read him for pleasure or for
purposes of study established and rising critics reassess ishiguro s works from the early japanese novels through to his short story cycle nocturnes paying
particular attention to the remains of the day the unconsoled when we were orphans and never let me go they address universal themes such as history
memory and mortality but also provide groundbreaking explorations of diverse areas ranging from the posthuman and minor literature to ethics science fiction
and ishiguro s musical imagination featuring an insightful interview with ishiguro himself this collection of essays constitutes a significant contribution to the
appreciation of his novels and forms a lively and nuanced constellation of critical enquiry preface by brian w shaffer essays by jeannette baxter caroline bennett
christine berberich lydia r cooper sebastian groes meghan marie hammond tim jarvis barry lewis liani lochner christopher ringrose victor sage andy sawyer
motoyuki shibata gerry smyth krystyna stamirowska motoko sugano patricia waugh alyn webley �������������� ���������������� �����
求めた村で少年を託されたふたりは 若い戦士を加えた四人で旅路を行く 竜退治を唱える老騎士 高徳の修道僧 様々な人に出会い 時には命の危機にさらされながらも 老夫婦は互いを気づかい進んでいく アーサー
��������������� ���� ��������������� ������������ bringing together an international group of scholars this collection offers a
fresh assessment of kazuo ishiguro s evolving significance as a contemporary world author the contributors take on a range of the aesthetic and philosophical
themes that characterize ishiguro s work including his exploration of the self family and community his narrative constructions of time and space and his
assessments of the continuous and discontinuous forces of history art human psychology and cultural formations significantly the volume attends to ishiguro s
own self identification as an international writer who has at times expressed his uneasiness with being grouped together with british novelists of his generation
taken together these rich considerations of ishiguro s work attest to his stature as a writer who continues to fascinate cultural and textual critics from around the
world ＡＩ�������������� �������������� ��� ���� ���� �������������� ������������������������� �������
����� ����������������������� ������������ �������������������� ���������������������� booker prize
winner from the winner of the nobel prize in literature here is an intricate and dazzling novel the new york times about the perfect butler and his fading
insular world in post world war ii england this is kazuo ishiguro s profoundly compelling portrait of a butler named stevens stevens at the end of three decades
of service at darlington hall spending a day on a country drive embarks as well on a journey through the past in an effort to reassure himself that he has served
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humanity by serving the great gentleman lord darlington but lurking in his memory are doubts about the true nature of lord darlington s greatness and much
graver doubts about the nature of his own life nobel prize winner from the acclaimed bestselling author of the remains of the day comes a gothic tour de force
the new york times with an extraordinary twist a moving suspenseful beautifully atmospheric modern classic as children kathy ruth and tommy were
students at hailsham an exclusive boarding school secluded in the english countryside it was a place of mercurial cliques and mysterious rules where teachers
were constantly reminding their charges of how special they were now years later kathy is a young woman ruth and tommy have reentered her life and for
the first time she is beginning to look back at their shared past and understand just what it is that makes them special and how that gift will shape the rest of
their time together ������������������� �������������� ���������������������������������������� ��������
������������� ������������������� ������������������������� ���������������� �������������������
��������������� from the winner of the nobel prize in literature and author of the booker prize winning novel the remains of the day comes this
stunning work of soaring imagination born in early twentieth century shanghai banks was orphaned at the age of nine after the separate disappearances of his
parents now more than twenty years later he is a celebrated figure in london society yet the investigative expertise that has garnered him fame has done little
to illuminate the circumstances of his parents alleged kidnappings banks travels to the seething labyrinthine city of his memory in hopes of solving the
mystery of his own painful past only to find that war is ravaging shanghai beyond recognition and that his own recollections are proving as difficult to trust as
the people around him masterful suspenseful and psychologically acute when we were orphans offers a profound meditation on the shifting quality of memory
and the possibility of avenging one s past ����������� �������� ��������� ���������������������������������� ������
�� �������������� ������� �� a comprehensive guide to the life and work of the author of the remains of the day one of the most closely
followed british writers of his generation the japanese born english raised and educated ishiguro is the author of six critically acclaimed novels including a pale
view of hills 1982 winifred holtby prize of the royal society of literature an artist of the floating world 1986 whitbread book of the year award the remains of
the day 1988 booker prize and the unconsoled 1995 cheltenham prize ishiguro s reputation also extends beyond the world of english language readers his work
has been translated into twenty seven foreign languages and the feature film version of the remains of the day was nominated for eight academy awards brian
w shaffer s study reveals ishiguro s novels to be intricately crafted psychologically absorbing hauntingly evocative works that betray the author s grounding
not only in the literature of japan but also in the great twentieth century british and irish masters joseph conrad ford madox ford e m forster and james joyce as
well as in freudian psychoanalysis all of ishiguro s novels are shown to capture first person narrators in the intriguing act of revealing yet also of attempting to
conceal beneath the surface of their mundane present activities the alarming significance and troubling consequences of their past lives ������������ ��
�������� ���15m����������� �� ��������������������������� ������ fbi������ �������������������� ����
������� ����������� ������������� ������������������ ����������� in the summer of 1956 stevens the ageing butler of
darlington hall embarks on a leisurely holiday that will take him deep into the english countryside and into his past a haunting tale of lost causes and lost love
the remains of the day winner of the booker prize contains ishiguro s now celebrated evocation of life between the wars in a great english house within its
walls can be heard ever more distinct echoes of the violent upheavals spreading across europe the cambridge companion to kazuo ishiguro offers an accessible
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introduction to key aspects of the novelist s remarkable body of work the volume addresses ishiguro s engagement with fundamental questions of humanity
and personal responsibility with aesthetic value and political valency with the vicissitudes of memory and historical documentation and with questions of
family home and homelessness focused through the personal experiences of some of the most memorable characters in contemporary fiction ishiguro s writing
speaks to the major communitarian questions of our time questions of nationalism and colonialism race and ethnicity migration war and cultural memory and
social justice the chapters attend to ishiguro s highly readable novels while also ranging across his other creative output gathering together established and
emerging scholars from the uk europe the usa and east asia the volume offers a survey of key works and themes while also moving critical discussion forward
in new and challenging ways ��� ��������� �� ���� ���� ��� ����� ����� �������������� �� ����������� ���������
�� ��� ���������������������� ��������� ���������������� �������������������� ����������������� ��
�������� ������ �������� ����������� ������������� ������������������������� ����������� the story of
etsuko a japanese woman now living alone in england dwelling on the recent suicide of her daughter in a story where past and present confuse she relives
scenes of japan s devastation in the wake of world war ii ������������ ����������������� ��������������� ���������������
�������������� ����������� the unconsoled is a novel by kazuo ishiguro first published in 1995 by faber and faber and winner of the
cheltenham prize that year the novel takes place over a period of three days it is about ryder a famous pianist who arrives in a central european city to perform
a concert he is entangled in a web of appointments and promises which he cannot seem to remember struggling to fulfill his commitments before thursday
night s performance and frustrated with his inability to take control the unconsoled was described as a sprawling almost indecipherable 500 page work that left
readers and reviewers baffled it received strong negative reviews with a few positive ones literary critic james wood said that the novel had invented its own
category of badness however a 2006 poll of various literary critics voted the novel as the third best british irish or commonwealth novel from 1980 to 2005 tied
with anthony burgess s earthly powers salman rushdie s midnight s children ian mcewan s atonement and penelope fitzgerald s the blue flower john carey
book critic for the sunday times also placed the novel on his list of the 20th century s 50 most enjoyable books it has come to be generally regarded as one of
ishiguro s best works wikipedia accessed 11 february 2022 ���������������� ���������������������������������� ��� �����
����������� ������������������������������������������� ��� ��� ������������� ������ ������ ������
� ������ ������������ ������� �������ny����������������������������� ��9 11���� ����������� nineteen
interviews conducted over the past two decades on both sides of the atlantic and beyond with the author of the booker prize winning the remains of the day a
masterful novel from one of the most admired writers of our time christopher banks an english boy born in early 20th century shanghai is orphaned at age
nine when both his mother and father disappear under suspicious circumstances he grows up to become a renowned detective and more than 20 years later
returns to shanghai to solve the mystery of the disappearances within the layers of the narrative told in christopher s precise slightly detached voice are
revealed what he can t or wont see that the simplest desires a child s for his parents a man s for understanding may give rise to the most complicated truths a
feat of narrative skill and soaring imagination when we were orphans is kazuo ishiguro at his brilliant best performed by john lee from the winner of the nobel
prize in literature and author of the booker prize winning novel the remains of the day in the face of the misery in his homeland the artist masuji ono was
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unwilling to devote his art solely to the celebration of physical beauty instead he put his work in the service of the imperialist movement that led japan into
world war ii now as the mature ono struggles through the aftermath of that war his memories of his youth and of the floating world the nocturnal world of
pleasure entertainment and drink offer him both escape and redemption even as they punish him for betraying his early promise indicted by society for its
defeat and reviled for his past aesthetics he relives the passage through his personal history that makes him both a hero and a coward but above all a human
being der berühmte pianist ryder ist auf konzertreise bei seiner ankunft im hotel möchte er sich am liebsten sofort zurückziehen wird aber vom hotelpagen in
beschlag genommen der ihn um einen ungewöhnlich persönlichen gefallen bittet ryder sagt zu und macht daraufhin eine ganze reihe sonderbarer
bekanntschaften die ihn in tiefe verwirrung stürzen lauter ungetröstete die sich von dem künstler hilfe oder gar erlösung erhoffen ryder versucht auf jeden
einzelnen einzugehen und merkt zu spät dass er sich dabei selbst immer mehr abhanden kommt in 2017 the swedish academy awarded the nobel prize in
literature to kazuo ishiguro who in novels of great emotional force has uncovered the abyss beneath our illusory sense of connection with the world cynthia
wong s classic study first appeared in 2000 and is now updated in an expanded third edition that analyses all of ishiguro s remarkable novels and one short story
collection from his eloquent trilogy a pale view of hills an artist of the floating world and the remains of the day to the astonishing speculative fiction never let
me go and the ambitious fable like story from pre mediaeval times the buried giant wong appraises ishiguro s persistently bold explorations and the narrative
perspectives of his troubled characters a compassionate author ishiguro examines the way that human beings reinterpret worlds from which they feel
estranged all of his works are eloquent expressions of people struggling with the silence of pain and the awkward stutters of confusion and loss this book
analyses his subtle and ironic portrayals of people in emotional bereavement and it situates ishiguro as an empathetic international writer kazuo ishiguro is one
of the finest and most accomplished contemporary writers of his generation the short story author television writer and novelist included twice in granta s list
of best young british writers has over the past twenty five years produced a body of work which is just as critically acclaimed as it is popular with the general
public like the writings of ian mcewan kazuo ishiguro s work is concerned with creating discursive platforms for issues of class ethics ethnicity nationhood
place gender and the uses and problems surrounding artistic representation as a japanese immigrant who came to great britain in 1960 ishiguro has used his
unique position and fine intellectual abilities to contemplate what it means to be british in the contemporary era this guide traces the main themes throughout
ishiguro s writing whilst it also pays attention to his short stories and writing for television it includes a new interview with the author a preface by haruki
murakami and discussion of james ivory s adaptation of the remains of the day 短い旅に出た老執事が 美しい田園風景のなか古き佳き時代を回想する 長年仕えた卿への敬慕 執事の鑑だっ
��� ��������� ������������������������� ��������������������� ��������������������� ��������
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The Unconsoled

2012-09-05

from the universally acclaimed author of the remains of the day comes a mesmerizing novel of completely unexpected mood and matter a seamless fictional
universe both wholly unrecognizable and familiar when the public day to day reality of a renowned pianist takes on a life of its own he finds himself
traversing landscapes that are by turns eerie comical and strangely malleable

�������

2007-05

�������������� ��������������� ����� ����������������� ��������������� �� ������ �� ��������������
���� �������������� ���������������� ������������������������ ��������� �����������������������

The Problems of Memory in Kazuo Ishiguro's The Unconsoled

2009

kazuo ishiguro is one of the finest contemporary authors who possesses that increasingly rare distinction of being a writer who is both popular with the general
reading public and well respected within the academic community kazuo ishiguro new critical visions of the novels presents eighteen fresh perspectives on
the author s work that will appeal to those who read him for pleasure or for purposes of study established and rising critics reassess ishiguro s works from the
early japanese novels through to his short story cycle nocturnes paying particular attention to the remains of the day the unconsoled when we were orphans
and never let me go they address universal themes such as history memory and mortality but also provide groundbreaking explorations of diverse areas
ranging from the posthuman and minor literature to ethics science fiction and ishiguro s musical imagination featuring an insightful interview with ishiguro
himself this collection of essays constitutes a significant contribution to the appreciation of his novels and forms a lively and nuanced constellation of critical
enquiry preface by brian w shaffer essays by jeannette baxter caroline bennett christine berberich lydia r cooper sebastian groes meghan marie hammond tim
jarvis barry lewis liani lochner christopher ringrose victor sage andy sawyer motoyuki shibata gerry smyth krystyna stamirowska motoko sugano patricia
waugh alyn webley
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Die Ungetrösteten

1998-01

�������������� ���������������� ��������������������� ���������������� ���������� ������ ��������
���������������� ���������������� ������������������� ���� ��������������� ������������

Kazuo Ishiguro

2011-09-11

bringing together an international group of scholars this collection offers a fresh assessment of kazuo ishiguro s evolving significance as a contemporary world
author the contributors take on a range of the aesthetic and philosophical themes that characterize ishiguro s work including his exploration of the self family
and community his narrative constructions of time and space and his assessments of the continuous and discontinuous forces of history art human psychology
and cultural formations significantly the volume attends to ishiguro s own self identification as an international writer who has at times expressed his
uneasiness with being grouped together with british novelists of his generation taken together these rich considerations of ishiguro s work attest to his stature
as a writer who continues to fascinate cultural and textual critics from around the world

�������

2017-10

ＡＩ�������������� �������������� ��� ���� ���� ��������������

Kazuo Ishiguro in a Global Context

2016-03-09

������������������������� ������������ ����������������������� ������������ ��������������������
����������������������
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Ryder's "Stream of Unconsciousness" : A Psychoanalytic Reading of Ishiguro's The Unconsoled

2009

booker prize winner from the winner of the nobel prize in literature here is an intricate and dazzling novel the new york times about the perfect butler and
his fading insular world in post world war ii england this is kazuo ishiguro s profoundly compelling portrait of a butler named stevens stevens at the end of
three decades of service at darlington hall spending a day on a country drive embarks as well on a journey through the past in an effort to reassure himself that
he has served humanity by serving the great gentleman lord darlington but lurking in his memory are doubts about the true nature of lord darlington s
greatness and much graver doubts about the nature of his own life

��������

2023-07-19

nobel prize winner from the acclaimed bestselling author of the remains of the day comes a gothic tour de force the new york times with an extraordinary
twist a moving suspenseful beautifully atmospheric modern classic as children kathy ruth and tommy were students at hailsham an exclusive boarding school
secluded in the english countryside it was a place of mercurial cliques and mysterious rules where teachers were constantly reminding their charges of how
special they were now years later kathy is a young woman ruth and tommy have reentered her life and for the first time she is beginning to look back at
their shared past and understand just what it is that makes them special and how that gift will shape the rest of their time together

Gli inconsolabili

1995

������������������� �������������� ���������������������������������������� �������������������
�� ������������������� ������������������������� ���������������� ������������������������������
����
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2018-02-15

from the winner of the nobel prize in literature and author of the booker prize winning novel the remains of the day comes this stunning work of soaring
imagination born in early twentieth century shanghai banks was orphaned at the age of nine after the separate disappearances of his parents now more than
twenty years later he is a celebrated figure in london society yet the investigative expertise that has garnered him fame has done little to illuminate the
circumstances of his parents alleged kidnappings banks travels to the seething labyrinthine city of his memory in hopes of solving the mystery of his own
painful past only to find that war is ravaging shanghai beyond recognition and that his own recollections are proving as difficult to trust as the people around
him masterful suspenseful and psychologically acute when we were orphans offers a profound meditation on the shifting quality of memory and the possibility
of avenging one s past

The Remains of the Day

2010-07-15

����������� �������� ��������� ���������������������������������� �������� �������������� �������
��

Never Let Me Go

2005-04-05

a comprehensive guide to the life and work of the author of the remains of the day one of the most closely followed british writers of his generation the
japanese born english raised and educated ishiguro is the author of six critically acclaimed novels including a pale view of hills 1982 winifred holtby prize of
the royal society of literature an artist of the floating world 1986 whitbread book of the year award the remains of the day 1988 booker prize and the
unconsoled 1995 cheltenham prize ishiguro s reputation also extends beyond the world of english language readers his work has been translated into twenty
seven foreign languages and the feature film version of the remains of the day was nominated for eight academy awards brian w shaffer s study reveals
ishiguro s novels to be intricately crafted psychologically absorbing hauntingly evocative works that betray the author s grounding not only in the literature of
japan but also in the great twentieth century british and irish masters joseph conrad ford madox ford e m forster and james joyce as well as in freudian
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psychoanalysis all of ishiguro s novels are shown to capture first person narrators in the intriguing act of revealing yet also of attempting to conceal beneath the
surface of their mundane present activities the alarming significance and troubling consequences of their past lives

�������������

2006-03

������������ ���������� ���15m����������� �� ��������������������������� ������ fbi������ ����������
���������� ����������� ����������� ������������� ������������������ �����������

Los inconsolables

1999

in the summer of 1956 stevens the ageing butler of darlington hall embarks on a leisurely holiday that will take him deep into the english countryside and into
his past a haunting tale of lost causes and lost love the remains of the day winner of the booker prize contains ishiguro s now celebrated evocation of life
between the wars in a great english house within its walls can be heard ever more distinct echoes of the violent upheavals spreading across europe

Threebies

2003-04-07

the cambridge companion to kazuo ishiguro offers an accessible introduction to key aspects of the novelist s remarkable body of work the volume addresses
ishiguro s engagement with fundamental questions of humanity and personal responsibility with aesthetic value and political valency with the vicissitudes of
memory and historical documentation and with questions of family home and homelessness focused through the personal experiences of some of the most
memorable characters in contemporary fiction ishiguro s writing speaks to the major communitarian questions of our time questions of nationalism and
colonialism race and ethnicity migration war and cultural memory and social justice the chapters attend to ishiguro s highly readable novels while also ranging
across his other creative output gathering together established and emerging scholars from the uk europe the usa and east asia the volume offers a survey of
key works and themes while also moving critical discussion forward in new and challenging ways
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When We Were Orphans

2001-05-29

��� ��������� �� ���� ���� ��� ����� ����� �������������� �� ����������� �����������

�������

2001-09

��� ���������������������� ��������� ���������������� �������������������� ����������������� ����
������ ������ �������� ����������� ������������� ������������������������� �����������

Understanding Kazuo Ishiguro

2008

the story of etsuko a japanese woman now living alone in england dwelling on the recent suicide of her daughter in a story where past and present confuse
she relives scenes of japan s devastation in the wake of world war ii

�������

2002-12-01

������������ ����������������� ��������������� ����������������������������� �����������

The Remains of the Day

2012
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the unconsoled is a novel by kazuo ishiguro first published in 1995 by faber and faber and winner of the cheltenham prize that year the novel takes place over
a period of three days it is about ryder a famous pianist who arrives in a central european city to perform a concert he is entangled in a web of appointments
and promises which he cannot seem to remember struggling to fulfill his commitments before thursday night s performance and frustrated with his inability to
take control the unconsoled was described as a sprawling almost indecipherable 500 page work that left readers and reviewers baffled it received strong
negative reviews with a few positive ones literary critic james wood said that the novel had invented its own category of badness however a 2006 poll of
various literary critics voted the novel as the third best british irish or commonwealth novel from 1980 to 2005 tied with anthony burgess s earthly powers
salman rushdie s midnight s children ian mcewan s atonement and penelope fitzgerald s the blue flower john carey book critic for the sunday times also placed
the novel on his list of the 20th century s 50 most enjoyable books it has come to be generally regarded as one of ishiguro s best works wikipedia accessed 11
february 2022

Narratives of Memory and Identity

1999-01-01

���������������� ���������������������������������� ��� ���������������� �����������������������
�������������������� ��� ��� ������������� ������ ������ ������� ������ ������������ �������

The Cambridge Companion to Kazuo Ishiguro

2023-03-31

�������ny����������������������������� ��9 11���� �����������

Ishiguro Pack - Author 1

1992-07

nineteen interviews conducted over the past two decades on both sides of the atlantic and beyond with the author of the booker prize winning the remains of
the day
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2005-10

a masterful novel from one of the most admired writers of our time christopher banks an english boy born in early 20th century shanghai is orphaned at age
nine when both his mother and father disappear under suspicious circumstances he grows up to become a renowned detective and more than 20 years later
returns to shanghai to solve the mystery of the disappearances within the layers of the narrative told in christopher s precise slightly detached voice are
revealed what he can t or wont see that the simplest desires a child s for his parents a man s for understanding may give rise to the most complicated truths a
feat of narrative skill and soaring imagination when we were orphans is kazuo ishiguro at his brilliant best performed by john lee

�����

2019

from the winner of the nobel prize in literature and author of the booker prize winning novel the remains of the day in the face of the misery in his homeland
the artist masuji ono was unwilling to devote his art solely to the celebration of physical beauty instead he put his work in the service of the imperialist
movement that led japan into world war ii now as the mature ono struggles through the aftermath of that war his memories of his youth and of the floating
world the nocturnal world of pleasure entertainment and drink offer him both escape and redemption even as they punish him for betraying his early promise
indicted by society for its defeat and reviled for his past aesthetics he relives the passage through his personal history that makes him both a hero and a coward
but above all a human being

A Pale View of Hills

1999

der berühmte pianist ryder ist auf konzertreise bei seiner ankunft im hotel möchte er sich am liebsten sofort zurückziehen wird aber vom hotelpagen in
beschlag genommen der ihn um einen ungewöhnlich persönlichen gefallen bittet ryder sagt zu und macht daraufhin eine ganze reihe sonderbarer
bekanntschaften die ihn in tiefe verwirrung stürzen lauter ungetröstete die sich von dem künstler hilfe oder gar erlösung erhoffen ryder versucht auf jeden
einzelnen einzugehen und merkt zu spät dass er sich dabei selbst immer mehr abhanden kommt
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1988

in 2017 the swedish academy awarded the nobel prize in literature to kazuo ishiguro who in novels of great emotional force has uncovered the abyss beneath
our illusory sense of connection with the world cynthia wong s classic study first appeared in 2000 and is now updated in an expanded third edition that
analyses all of ishiguro s remarkable novels and one short story collection from his eloquent trilogy a pale view of hills an artist of the floating world and the
remains of the day to the astonishing speculative fiction never let me go and the ambitious fable like story from pre mediaeval times the buried giant wong
appraises ishiguro s persistently bold explorations and the narrative perspectives of his troubled characters a compassionate author ishiguro examines the way
that human beings reinterpret worlds from which they feel estranged all of his works are eloquent expressions of people struggling with the silence of pain
and the awkward stutters of confusion and loss this book analyses his subtle and ironic portrayals of people in emotional bereavement and it situates ishiguro as
an empathetic international writer

������������

2017-06

kazuo ishiguro is one of the finest and most accomplished contemporary writers of his generation the short story author television writer and novelist included
twice in granta s list of best young british writers has over the past twenty five years produced a body of work which is just as critically acclaimed as it is
popular with the general public like the writings of ian mcewan kazuo ishiguro s work is concerned with creating discursive platforms for issues of class ethics
ethnicity nationhood place gender and the uses and problems surrounding artistic representation as a japanese immigrant who came to great britain in 1960
ishiguro has used his unique position and fine intellectual abilities to contemplate what it means to be british in the contemporary era this guide traces the main
themes throughout ishiguro s writing whilst it also pays attention to his short stories and writing for television it includes a new interview with the author a
preface by haruki murakami and discussion of james ivory s adaptation of the remains of the day

Surullinen pianisti

2019
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Conversations with Kazuo Ishiguro

2008

When We Were Orphans CD Unabridged

2005-03-29

An Artist of the Floating World

1989-09-19

Die Ungetrösteten

2021-03-15
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Kazuo Ishiguro
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